Engineering teaching and research in IITs and its impact on India*

Milind Sovoni

This note analyses the nature of research and development (R&D) as it is practised in our premier engineering institutes and its effect on India’s development. I argue that the dominant paradigm of R&D is too abstract for it to be accessible to a wider set of students and teachers, and for it to yield developmental dividends. Furthermore, our metrics for R&D are too ‘international’ to incentivize work on our own development problems. I contend that good engineering must train students to model societal problems and solve them, and that problems coming from our development needs are good vehicles to promote it. Finally, I make some recommendations to make engineering more inclusive and outline the role of the engineering college as a regional solution provider.

This note is an analysis of the structure and nature of research and development (R&D) in engineering, as I see it. Much of my professional life has been at the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bombay and that will serve as a running example for this analysis. I must add that in the case of IIT Bombay, its best years are still to come.

I report here about R&D in engineering, as opposed to ‘pure’ or ‘blue-sky’ research. In what follows, I argue for four basic contentions: (i) there is a lack of diversity in the prevalent engineering education paradigms in the country; (ii) the dominant paradigm is too abstract to inculcate a suitable and broad-based R&D ethos; (iii) this paradigm is perpetuated by the Joint Entrance Examination (JEE) and Graduate Aptitude Test in Engineering (GATE), and these adversely impact our R&D efforts and finally (iv) our pursuit of international research is misplaced.

At the end, I suggest a possible change of course, based on notions of engagement, delivery and accountability in engineering.

Nature of R&D

While reporting about R&D in engineering, I will develop it along two lines, viz. (i) the subject matter and motivation of our current R&D, which will occupy much of this note, and (ii) a new methodology of R&D, which I will outline towards the end. Another observation: for a good education/research institute, one cannot really separate R&D and its practice from curricular teaching. This is because good R&D practice demands domain knowledge and skills which will form the basis for curricular training, and curricula define the first perspective by which students will approach new problems. Besides this, specific research examples serve as important case studies whose relevance in the classroom is well-documented. In this sense, the selection and development of curricular material should go hand-in-hand with the agenda for research.

One piece of notation: there are two types of outcomes of a good education, viz. ‘conveyance’, which enables one to migrate from one society to a better or more attractive one, and ‘elevation’, which leads to a betterment in situ. We may extend this to educational institutes, and call them as ‘conveyor belts’ (e.g. coaching classes, English-speaking lessons) or ‘elevators’ (e.g. electrician course, engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)). It is clear that ‘conveyor-belt’ education will be more about the target society, whereas ‘elevator’ education will be more about the current one.

My next observation is that the engineering profession is actually fairly social. It began, as with potters or carpenters, by interpreting societal needs in the application domain and its translation into the solution domain. For engineers, this solution domain is the applied physical sciences, i.e. the world of gadgets, computer programs, pipelines, reactors and such. Of course, there are many other such social professions, e.g. the doctor, the architect, and so on, while many are much less so, e.g. the astronomer, the mathematician and the botanist. Clearly, if you were an engineer, your research would be more solution-driven, and if you were an astronomer, you would enjoy more of ‘blue-sky’ research. Thus, just as for the fields of medicine or architecture, good engineering is about societal problem solving and is best taught in the elevator-mode, as a partnership between ambient society and the budding professional. The bottom line of good engineering is the solution of the problem posed by the end-user in society.

Coming back, important components in the practice of good engineering are: (i) good modelling skills – that of observing societal problems and their translation to the solution domain and (ii) good domain skills from where solutions will arise.

However, if we look at our engineering curricula, we will see a great deficit in courses on societal modelling and a great surfeit in the technical and scientific domain. Of course, there are some avenues for ‘design’, such as the B Tech or M Tech project, but here too, largely, the problems are from the discipline itself, as opposed to from society. There is one good reason for such a one-sided training and several bad ones. The good reason is that in a developed society, there is an important third player besides the society and the institute, and that is the company. A developed society has complicated needs, such as national defence or multi-continental cuisine and it is the job of the company to interpret societal needs and devise solutions. These solutions are also complicated and require many disciplinary professionals to work together. Moreover, the disciplinary skills required may also be complicated, needing many years of training in a single aspect of one particular phenomenon, e.g. microwaves or turbulence.
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This complicated training must then be imparted by the institute. Thus the developed society cycle separates the process of engineering: (i) problem modelling, specification and delivery which is done by the company, and (ii) solution, which is devised by the employee engineer. The role of the institute is to train the employee engineer.

The abstract-scientific paradigm

A large part of our engineering curricula is dominated by that of the IITs. In the late 1950s, when the IITs started, their curriculum (in turn) was influenced by that of MIT and other elite universities of the West. The West consisted, of course, of developed societies which were (and are) deeply multi-party, i.e., society-institute–company. In fact, these societies have an additional important and big player called the government. The government formulates laws, enables and enforces contracts, regulates companies, invests in institutes and so on. Further, these societies were (and are) generally well served by their companies and their governments, while we were (and are) not.

It is instructive that around the 1950s, MIT itself was migrating in its paradigm for doing engineering. Its earlier model relied heavily on neighbourhood industries such as Westinghouse, to decide curricula and to absorb its output. In fact, in 1925, the electrical engineering faculty had just 1 Ph D and was dominated by a practitioner faculty with a fair amount of industrial experience. However, with the World War II and later, in the Sputnik era, a new and abstract science emerged and was used with remarkable (and at times, devastating) effect. This is, of course, the era of quantum mechanics or solid state physics with applications as wide as transistors, aviation, nuclear energy, telephony and so on. It created a clutch of strategic high-tech companies which needed engineers-scientists who were well-trained in this new and abstract science. Thus, science came into the engineering curriculum at MIT and then later, in other engineering colleges. Terman’s article on electrical MIT and then later, in other engineering new and abstract science. Thus, science scientists who were well-trained in this created a clutch of strategic high-tech nuclear energy, telephony and so on. It able (and at times, devastating) effect.

At that time, in the US, there were several engineering education/research models, e.g., the industrial model of Michigan or Delaware, the state development model of Minnesota, and so on. But we chose to copy the ‘best’ (Box 1).

Certainly, the doubly-well-developed-ness assumption, central to the abstract scientific MIT model does not hold here in India. So, it is essential that we examine the suitability of this model/paradigm. The obvious question was: Who would find this new paradigm useful and how would the IITs be sustainable at all? From the government’s side, this was ensured by several provisions. First, there was substantial budgetary support and autonomy, much above the norm for other existing engineering colleges. Secondly, there were a few teachers who had exposure to the West, and the number of IITs was just enough to match this small supply of teachers of abstraction. Finally, the curriculum was taught well, especially at the UG level.

The abstraction was indeed a new ingredient in the Indian engineering education system and was well appreciated by the industry and complemented their domain-specific skill-set. They looked forward to the students’ entry and participation into the Indian industry.

For students, the pearly gates into the IITs were guarded by the wizard of JEE, which was an examination of simply stated questions with intricate solutions of intriguing symmetry. The curriculum extended this journey (though after a while, it got tiresome for many). Theoretical insights raced ahead of the laboratory instruments and were constrained only by one’s imagination. The abstract world of charged spheres in infinite three-dimensional space, quantum oscillators, or Bessel’s equations, was just the right distance from a grubby, poor and clapping society.

The urban upper class and the upper castes just loved the IITs for their access to the West, and for their monastic setting. The JEE was a hit and the brand name IIT was born. Almost from the first batch itself, going to the US was the norm for the upper half of the class. This was but a natural extension of the education that they had received. The industry got a few employees, but the dominant paradigm was to go to the US. Thus, right at the beginning, what was the ‘elevator’ at MIT became a ‘conveyor belt’ here, of escape to a richer society.

The conveyor belt was later modified. By the 1980s, the US had had enough of engineers, and the socio-economic profile of our students also changed. The ‘higher education’ route fell out of favour. Of course, the top students kept going to the top universities, but there were easier options for those lower down. The IT boom was just starting, which eventually created the body-shop and other commoditised engineering services jobs, and their upscale cousins—the consultancy/banking jobs (Box 2).

### Box 1. Alternate paradigms

Note that there were, at that time, quite a few engineering colleges in India, some of which were following the older MIT company/sector model of close interaction with specific industries, e.g. UDCT (now UICT) in Mumbai, with the chemical engineering industry, or older still, Roorkee (now IIT-Roorkee) with the irrigation sector. Others catered to the local general society and its engineering companies, such as the College of Engineering, Pune. These colleges had a simple contract with society/industry – the supply of suitably trained engineers for socially and economically important companies and sectors.
These jobs were a reasonable compromise – they were half-way between the first world and the third, they had excellent perks, they were abstract enough to be reasonably exclusive, and mainly, they were simple enough to get for the average IITian. It is this warm-body job which continues to be the lure for the IIT aspirant.

The research agenda

There was not much visible research in the early years. If any, most was done quietly by the M Techs, who were admitted by individual departments in an exam-cum-interview with little fanfare. These unsung heroes went back into the woodworks of the Indian industry, largely forgotten and eclipsed by their prodigal cousins, the undergraduates (UGs). The UGs did B Tech projects, that were typically on topics which were the rage internationally, and which would help their application to foreign universities. That did not really count as research, for there was nothing to deliver and nobody to receive it.

However with time, the faculty and officers at the IITs wanted an elevation from a teaching institute to a research institute, much like the US universities. It was then that we first heard calls for IIT to be a ‘world-class university’ doing ‘world-class research’. But what is to be this world-class research, who is to fund it and who is to do it?

The agenda and methodology of ‘world-class research’ was achieved by defining it to be measured by ‘papers in international journals’. This was done officially, via faculty selection and promotion guidelines, funding for travel and so on. Of course, ‘international journals’ meant those from the developed world. Also obviously, the agenda and methodology of ‘international journals’, would be ‘international’, i.e. problems of relevance to the state, society and companies of the developed world.

However, for an Indian student or teacher, company or implementation agency, these journals are expensive, inaccessible and largely irrelevant. It is a deep sociological (and ‘international’) research problem as to why we should have decided on this particular yardstick for measuring our research. Perhaps, simply because it is easy to implement and is conveyor-friendly. Also unclear is why we did not recognize our own developmental problems as worthy of good research. Perhaps, we doubt if the ‘drinking water problem’ is really technical at all, and not an outcome of the endemic corruption of our common people. Or that ‘drinking water’ is indeed a technical problem, but it is for other ‘lower’ Indian institutions to address. Quite possibly, work on ‘drinking water’ is really an emotional or spiritual pursuit, best left outside an abstract scientific institute. Then there is also the ‘enlightened’ viewpoint that we all, the West and the East, have a common destiny and a common excellence. A secular pursuit of this excellence will eventually create a tide that will raise all boats. This is, of course, not borne out by the data: the disparity is increasing, and most visions of this common destiny (such as a car for every household) are unsustainable.

Anyway, our current research agenda includes subjects such as proteomics, spintronics, nanoelectronics and so on. It is unclear how these technologies will be delivered to the Indian society in any way, directly or under-the-hood. (There are a few recent exceptions, e.g. the National Centre for Photovoltaic Research and Education (NCPRE) at IIT-Bombay, but one must wait and see.)

The admission process

Another big influence on our R&D is our admission process, viz. the JEE and GATE (which started around 1984). The JEE is, of course, a big disaster in the education sector in India. At an acceptance rate of 1 in 60, it is more competitive than Cornell Engineering (1 in 2), Illinois (1 in 3), Michigan (1 in 4), and Harvard (1 in 13). Compared to the IITs, all these colleges have much better and widely experienced faculty, provide much much better and well-rounded education, and are perhaps cheaper (if you factor in the coaching class fees and other costs). These reasonable acceptance ratios for the US universities actually come from a broad-basing and inclusivity of education, its objectives and its delivery. This fact seems to be lost on us. In fact, the need for exceptional ‘merit’ to be taught a skill so simple as engineering, is a hallmark of the elitism in our society. Another hallmark is that UNDP predicts that we will be the last society in the world (behind Burundi, Rwanda, Papua-New Guinea, the Sahel, etc.) to get rid of poverty and starvation.

The JEE is propagated by: (i) the IITs which define what an engineering education means and measure it nationally via the GATE examination, also conducted...
by the IITs. This leads to considerable pressure on other colleges to follow the IIT curriculum, with obvious ill-effects. For example, in the IITs, the choice of fluid mechanics II as a core subject in civil engineering reflects an ignorance that (a) much water in India is still carried by little girls on their heads, and that (b) it is largely an engineering problem (see, e.g. refs 3–5 for piped water supply, or ref. 6 for groundwater), and finally that (c) the current training does not help. Sadly, many engineering colleges end up copying such a curriculum.

(ii) MHRD, DST and AICTE which acquiesce to this definition and subsidise (through huge budgetary allocations and ‘research grants’) the IITs to such an extent that other engineering colleges cannot afford to run any race or define an alternate engineering paradigm. Besides, there are too few good teachers of abstract engineering to copy the IITs, i.e. to teach fluid mechanics II well. Thus, these colleges flounder and the IITs remain at the top of the rankings.

(iii) A troupe of consolidated brand-name companies (Morgan Stanley, Proctor–Gamble) or high-tech, globalized, commoditised engineering companies (Infosys, Intel, GM), rather than core engineering companies for a developing nation. Their requirement for branded warm-bodies matches exactly with what the IITs supply.

This last point actually causes much damage: it creates a student body which has put in a lot of effort to get in, and sees very little additional utility in studying any further. In fact, ‘rational’ students spend more time in managing various programmes, building contacts and networking.

Thus, the JEE contributes to the primacy of a single viewpoint on engineering education, especially one with very few teachers able to teach it, and a pecking order in jobs in which the true engineering jobs are much lower down.

Besides this, the extreme odds cause JEE/GATE to be highly coached, thus distorting what the examination actually measures. In fact, the JEE promotes a paradoxical situation where for an aspirant to engage in amateur engineering (say, building a theodolite) actually reduces the chances of passing JEE because of the ‘wasted time’ in doing so. This and other competitive exams are actually polarizing school education, with devastating effects’. Further, the sheer number of applicants makes it impossible for IITs to do anything but have an objective-type test with numeric cutoff. This is a serious lacuna, especially for postgraduate (PG) admissions, where a more careful multi-criteria process is required.

A review

Let me come back to our stated metric of ‘international research’ and see how we are doing. In my opinion, badly. Our UG students never bought the international agenda. The easy, warm-body job is the primary reason why our current student joins IIT. As regards PGs, she/he too is increasingly similarly disposed. Large-scale student disinterest in academics and their preoccupation with placements, IIMs, IAS, etc. is well documented. That leaves only the Ph Ds. For all our efforts, the good Ph D student is still elusive. At first sight, there seem to be a few successful research areas, such as microelectronics, but they usually have a multinational job dangling at the end, i.e. employers such as Intel and Motorola, who have set up cost-reduction centres in India for the commoditised research professionals that they need. None of these companies has ever designed a chip or system for deeper Indian markets.

Large private company participation in our research has still not materialized. For example, IIT-Bombay’s budget for the year 2011 had a 180 crore sponsored research component, which roughly matches what it gets from MHRD. However, most (more than 85%) of this funding comes from government agencies such as DST and DBT, where there is no real notion of delivery. Sponsorships from the industry have been stagnant. Consultancy money is more difficult to interpret and its benefits to IITs are not easy to assess. In any case, most of it is routine with expected outcomes. There is not a single big achievement to talk of, whether in ‘blue-sky’ research or in applied or mission-oriented work.

The publication count picture is also not impressive. What is more, the University of the West seems to have moved away from mere publications (see, for example, the faculty homepages of Stanford Civil and Environmental Engineering, and the diversity of output of individual faculty members). The University of the West is now grappling with new problems of energy security, climate change and resource use. This has created a new generation of companies and university consortiums seeking a new contract with (their view of) a globalized society. Thus, students from Western universities are studying interdisciplinarity with a new fervour and travelling to India, the Far East and into Africa, interacting with society, delivering solutions, offering discourse and influencing governments. We should not be surprised if the Government of Madhya Pradesh calls the University of Pennsylvania for advice on water-quality testing and storage, or if the Mumbai Municipal Corporation consults the London School of Economics on a new property tax regime. Thus, just when we thought we would catch up with the publication counts, the western university has moved the goal-posts.

It may be of interest here that IIT Bombay played an important role in starting the IT and commoditised engineering services boom. Through the World Bank-funded IMPACT project of 1989, it developed curricula for other engineering colleges in IT/CS/EE and spent considerable time and effort in teaching the teachers (see ref. 9 for a copy of the World Bank Post-Project report of 1997). To my knowledge, until recently, this is perhaps the only instance when IIT Bombay actually interacted with other engineering colleges in such a systematic way. Unfortunately, the subject matter was IT/CS/EE and not civil/mechanical engineering, and the output of these colleges was to serve in the ‘international’ market, and not our own society. Even as late as in 2008, more than 98% of the revenue of Infosys came from abroad. Also, IBM was the largest IT service provider in India. In fact, the IT boom actually diverted a huge amount of engineering talent away from core engineering and into international service. This caused the costs of international IT to come down, but also raised the costs of a domestic civil engineer, something we could ill-afford. The World Bank is now engaged with us in Project TEQIP (see ref. 11 for details and also see the embedded video). It is clear that TEQIP wishes to cement the international and sophisticated definition of engineering, rather than as an applied physical scientist negotiating with problems that we see in our immediate neighbourhood. See for example, in the
REPORTING OF NIT-TIRUCHIRAPPALLI (LISTED IN REF. 12), THE TOPICS UNDER WHICH THEIR FACULTY WENT AHEAD FOR TRAINING, AND ALSO THE AREAS OF INTEREST OF FACULTY VISITORS FROM ABROAD. MANY OF THESE TEQIP COLLEGES ARE LOCATED IN TALUKAS AND DISTRICTS WITH SEVERE DRINKING-WATER STRESS.

SUCH AN INVERTED INCENTIVE STRUCTURE IN THE SOCIO-ECONOMICALLY IMPORTANT ENGINEERING JOB MARKET HAS HAD A DEVASTATING EFFECT ON OUR PUBLIC SYSTEMS (AND PUBLIC FINANCES). MANY JOBS IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR ARE VACANT, SIMPLY BECAUSE THE AVAILABLE TALENT FOR THE GIVEN WAGES CANNOT GENERATE THE REQUIRED VALUE. THOUSANDS OF CRORES OF RUPEES IS SPENT ON CREATING ASSETS WITH POOR MONITORING PROTOCOLS AND HENCE OF POOR QUALITY. THIS INVERSION OF THE ENGINEERING MARKET PLACE HAS BEEN MACRO-ECONOMICALLY OBSERVABLE AS THE SERVICE-SECTOR GROWTH OUTSTRIPS THAT IN MANUFACTURING. THIS ‘DE-INDUSTRIALISATION’, ESPECIALLY AT OUR LOW PER-CAPITA GDP LEVELS, IS ALARMING MANY ECONOMISTS. IN FACT, MOST OF THE GROWTH IN MANUFACTURING JOBS HAS BEEN IN THE INFORMAL SECTOR, I.E. IN UNREGISTERED WORKSHOPS. THIS, WHILE THE PEOPLE OF INDIA DEMAND MORE ‘SADAK, BIJLI, PANI’, I.E. ENGINEERING SERVICES, MUCH LESS IS BEING PROVIDED. LOCAL BRIDGES ARE NOT BUILT WHILE MALLS FLOURISH, WATER QUALITY IS AWFUL BUT COLOUR TV’S ABOUND, RESOURCES ARE INCREASINGLY SCARCE AND LOCAL, ELECTRIC MOTORS ARE UNREPAIRED AND HAND-PUMPS BROKEN. OF COURSE, THEODOLITES REMAIN EXPENSIVE. IRONICALLY, ANOTHER WORLD BANK REPORT NOW LAMENTS THEODOLITES REMAIN EXPENSIVE. IRRATICALLY, ANOTHER WORLD BANK REPORT NOW LAMENTED THIS AND RECOMMENDS MORE CIVIL ENGINEERING JOBS.

POLITICALLY, THIS BREAKDOWN OF PUBLIC SYSTEMS IS DECREASING THE EQUAL ACCESS TO OPPORTUNITY AND INCREASING INQUIETY, WHICH ARE NOT HEALTHY SIGNS. IF WE LOOK AT THE HUMAN DEVELOPMENT INDICES, MANY POOR SHOWINGS FOR INDIA ARE ENGINEERING FAILURES.

WHAT NEXT

SO WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? IN MY OPINION, WE MUST GO BACK TO THE BASIC ROLE OF THE SOCIAL ENGINEER WHO INTERPRETS SOCIOETAL NEEDS AND PRODUCES SOLUTIONS, I.E. THE ELEVATOR MODEL. AFTER ALL, THE FINAL TEST OF GOOD ENGINEERING IN A SOCIETY IS TO SEE THAT SOCIOETAL PROBLEMS ARE SOLVED. IF NOT BY THE STATE OR THE COMPANY, THEN BY INDIVIDUALS AND INSTITUTES.

LET US UNDERSTAND HOW SUCH A CHANGE CAN BE BROUGHT ABOUT. ONE MAY ARGUE THAT MUCH IS BEYOND THE CONTROL OF THE IITs, SUCH AS THE WARM-BODY CONVEYOR BELTS OUTPAYING CORE ENGINEERING, BUT MUCH MORE ACTUALLY IS NOT. IITs CAN AND SHOULD INFLUENCE MOST FACTORS, ESPECIALLY IN THE LONG RUN. IN ANY CASE, IT WILL BE A LONG PROCESS AND ONE HAS TO BE PATIENT.

I MAKE A LIST OF THREE POSSIBLE ACTIONS, AT DIFFERENT LEVELS OF OUR SOCIOETAL HIERARCHY.

ALL NEED SUBSTANTIAL BUY-IN FROM OUR FACULTY AND STUDENTS.

WORK IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT SMALL AND BIG PROJECTS IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN. THERE ARE MANY EXAMPLES – A PIPED WATER SUPPLY SCHEME, REDESIGNING OF THE PUBLIC TRANSPORT SYSTEM, AN ENERGY AUDIT FOR SMALL TOWNS. CONCENTRATE ON FIELD-WORK AND DELIVERY THROUGH AN ENGAGEMENT WITH LOCAL AGENCIES. THESE WOULD BRING ABOUT CONFIDENCE IN THE FACULTY AND STUDENTS AND SET UP A CONTEXT FOR THE NEXT TASK – DESIGNING NEW COURSES. WHO KNOWS, WE MAY ALSO WIN BACK THE INTEREST OF OUR STUDENTS IN WHAT WE DO.

THE PROJECTS WOULD CREATE INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAMS ACROSS VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS, INCLUDING, MOST IMPORTANTLY, THE HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES. THEY WILL CREATE A NAME FOR IITs AS REGIONAL KNOWLEDGE GENERATORS AND SOLUTION PROVIDERS.

THESE WILL ALSO SERVE AS ILLUSTRATIVE CASE STUDIES AND VEHICLES OF R&D, WHICH WILL INFORM VARIOUS IMPLEMENTATION AGENCIES.

BROADEN THE ENGINEERING ACADEMIA

ENGAGE IN A DIALOGUE AND DISCUSSION WITH ALL ENGINEERING COLLEGES AND BRING AN AGREEMENT ON A PEDAGOGY AND A METACURRICULUM WHICH IS BROAD, INCLUSIVE, PARTICIPATIVE AND IS IMPLEMENTABLE THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY. DEVELOP COURSE MATERIALS AND PROTOCOLS FOR KNOWLEDGE ACCUMULATION FOR LOCAL NEEDS. DEVELOP PROJECTS WHICH ARE EXECUTABLE AT DIFFERENT COLLEGES AND DEVELOP A COMMON PLATFORM FOR DISCUSSING ACTION-RESEARCH. FORM A TEAM OF RESOURCE PERSONS FOR EVERY COURSE COMPOSED OF ACADEMICIANS, EXPERTS AND PRACTITIONERS. AIM FOR A HUNDRED GOOD COLLEGES AND A THOUSAND GOOD TEACHERS PER COURSE. USE QUESTION-WISE GATE SCORES TO MEASURE AREAS OF STRENGTH AND WEAKNESS. BY BROAD-BASING, WORK TOWARDS GETTING THE EVENTUAL ACCEPTANCE RATIOS FOR IITs TO ABOUT 1 IN 7.

THIS MAY THROW UP MANY NEW AND EXCITING COURSES SUCH AS ‘MEASURING AND METEORING’ OR ‘DESIGN OF PIPED WATER SUPPLY’ OR ‘INTRODUCTION TO RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND GOVERNANCE’. WELCOME SUCH COURSES AS THE DEFINITION OF ENGINEERING FOR A DEVELOPING COUNTRY. EVENTUALLY, THE BANYAN TREE OF ‘EXCELLENT’ RESEARCH (SOPHISTICATED INSTRUMENTS, COMPUTER MODELING, CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGIES, ETC.) WILL GROW ON THIS FERTILE SOIL OF A BROAD-BASED, PRACTICE-DRIVEN ENGINEERING EDUCATION.

DEVELOP WITHIN THE ACADEMIA: (I) MECHANISMS FOR PRIMARY WORK AND ENGAGEMENT, AND (II) METRICS TO MEASURE AND REWARD INNOVATION, CREATIVITY AND RESEARCH IN THIS NEW ENGINEERING.

DEVELOP A DISCOURSE

EVOLVE AN INSTITUTIONAL SPACE FOR SUCH ENGINEERING WITHIN THE INDIAN POLITY AND GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE. CREATE THE EXPECTATION THAT THE TALUKA OR DISTRICT ENGINEERING COLLEGE MUST SERVE AS THE LOCAL KNOWLEDGE ACCUMULATOR AND SOLUTION PROVIDER. THIS WILL MEAN MANY THINGS – HAVE A DISCOURSE OF ACCOUNTABILITY AND RATIONALITY IN ENGINEERING AT LARGE, AND A FACILITATION AND MOVEMENT OF R&D FROM AGENCIES SUCH AS DST TO THOSE CLOSER TO DELIVERY AGENCIES, SUCH AS STATE TRANSPORT CORPORATIONS AND MINOR IRRIGATION, MUNICIPAL COUNCILS AND GRAM PANCHAYATS. ENGAGE WITH IMPLEMENTATION AGENCIES AND MINISTRIES TO CREATE ROOM FOR ENTREPRENEURS AND INNOVATORS. DEVELOP PROGRAMMES TO ENGAGE AND ‘EMBED’ WITH GOVERNANCE, E.G. THROUGH INTERNSHIPS WITH DISTRICT COLLECTORS, SPECIFIC CONSULTANCY PROGRAMMES AIMED AT TALUKA AND DISTRICT BODIES, AND SO ON. WORK TO CREATE AN OPEN AND INDEPENDENT DISCOURSE OF ENGINEERING AND AN INDEPENDENT SOCIO-POLITICAL ENTITY CALLED THE UNIVERSITY.

ENGINEERING AS DEVELOPMENT

ACTUALLY, ALL THE THREE RECOMMENDATIONS RELY ON THE LEADERSHIP POSITION OF IITs: IT CANNOT BE DONE BY ANYONE ELSE. THE RECOMMENDATIONS ARE NOT REALLY AS RADICAL AS THEY SOUND. MANY FACULTY MEMBERS DO Pursue similar GOALS, ALBEIT AS INDIVIDUALS. INSTITUTIONAL ROOM FOR SOME OF THESE CHANGES IS AVAILABLE IN THE NAYUDUMMA COMMITTEE REPORT OF 1986, COMMISSIONED BY THE ‘VISITOR’ TO REVIEW THE IITs.

It recommended that attention be paid to extension activities, arguing that
extension: (i) is essential for our country, (ii) is different from ‘international’ research and (iii) could be pedagogically exciting and throw up important research problems.

An example of such excellence in relevance is the line-up of telephone exchanges, starting with the Rural Automatic Exchange (RAX), developed by CDOT under Sam Pitroda, around 1988. The RAX was a 100-line switch which would run in the heat and dust and tumult of the Indian village. This beat the stranglehold of a few multinationals over telecom equipment, and reduced line costs worldwide to a fraction of what they were a few years before. Indians spend more than $6 billion every year on tuition fees abroad. Each Indian student pays the same fees as an international student (see, for example, ref. 17). This was one of the single biggest contributions of India to the developing world. Sadly, the IITs played only a small role in this story.

Indians continue to enjoy the fruits of this labour (see, for example, ref. 17). This was one of the single biggest contributions of India to the developing world. Sadly, the IITs played only a small role in this story. Indians spend more than $6 billion every year on tuition fees abroad. Each billion is enough to start a good university and run it for 5 years. Thus, the demand for a good education is indeed there and has the money to back it up. It also tells us that: (i) the IITs are not getting the best students (and most likely, not the amateur engineer), and that (ii) the western university will soon open shop here in India. The second event will mean a goodbye to elevator engineering for a long time. So it is really imperative for us to use the leadership position and goodwill of IITs while it lasts to develop a good engineering ethos and simultaneously further the national development agenda.

In fact, the Indian society is changing in many ways. The Panchayat Raj Bill has released many democratizing and developmental forces which have a distinct energy and verve. The broader society is now posing technological problems and demanding innovative, equitable and sustainable solutions. It wants an advisor and a consultant who understands and speaks for its interests and not the interests of the state machinery, multilateral agencies or corporations. And the IITs should be the ones to move forward to this challenge. Otherwise, they will be mute spectators, not only to this great Indian drama, but also to their own slow demise.

3. The Tadwadi–Morewadi PWSS failure analysis; www.cse.iitb.ac.in/~sohoni/sss.pdf
4. The Anjap–Sugave failure analysis; www.cse.iitb.ac.in/~sohoni/mys.pdf
6. Groundwater information systems for regional drinking water security; http://www.gise.cse.iitb.ac.in/index.php/groun d-water-mgmt-system
15. Karl, D. J., India needs a Sputnik moment. In YaleGlobal Online, accessed on 4 March 2011. Also at http://yaleglobal.yale.edu/content/india-needs-sputnik-moment
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